Introduction
Despite great advances in the synthesis of nanoparticles over the past two decades, their orderly assembly remains a great challenge. Our synthetic capabilities in putting the basic building blocks together are of critical importance for the exploration and exploitation of their synergistic effects and collective properties. Thus, developing new reaction pathways and exploring the underlying mechanisms are the stepping stones towards the rational synthesis of complex nanodevices.
Among the rich structural variety of possible nanoparticle assemblies, one-dimensional (1D) chains have shown useful applications in nanoelectronics, optoelectronics, and biosensors. [1] [2] [3] [4] Typically, self-assembly of nanoparticles into chain-like structures requires magnetic or electric dipole interactions, anisotropic electrostatic repulsion, or external templates. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] For dipole-induced assembly, one needs nanoparticles with permanent dipoles, such as magnetic nanoparticles and semiconductor nanoparticles under special environments. [12] [13] [14] [15] For nanoparticles with no permanent dipole, it has been shown that the relatively weaker electrostatic repulsion at the ends of the nanoparticle chains can promote the selective attachment of nanoparticle thereon and thus, 1D chain growth. 16, 17 Because the nanoparticles can aggregate with each other and with the oligomers, the aggregation often follows the intrinsic step-growth mode, leading to short chain length and the lack of control over branching. Lastly, nanoparticles can be adsorbed onto 1D templates to form chains, but usually it is very difficult to achieve secure anchoring and avoid gaps among the nanoparticles.
With these existing methods, hetero-assembly or "co-polymerization" of nanoparticles is particularly difficult. A few pioneer works have demonstrated the "co-polymerization" of short nanoparticle chains exploiting magnetic dipole 18 or electrostatic repulsion. 19 1. Synthesis of single-line chains from the AuNP@PSPAA 1. Purify the AuNP@PSPAA. 1. Dilute 800 µl of the as-synthesized AuNP@PSPAA (section 2.1) with 11.2 ml of water, divide the solution into individual microcentrifuge tubes (1.5 ml each), and centrifuge them at 16,000 x g for 30 min. Carry out two separate reactions, using the 16 nm AuNPs encapsulated in PS 154 -b-PAA 49 and the 32 nm AuNPs encapsulated in PS 144 -b-PAA 22 as the monomers. 2. Remove and discard the supernatant, add 1.5 ml of 0.1 mM NaOH (pH = 10) to each tube and centrifuge them again at 16,000 x g for 30 min to remove the supernatant. Note: The pH of the NaOH used for centrifugation in the purification process should not be too high. Higher pH would lead to aggregation during the centrifugation, and the residue base would comprise the effects of acid in the chain-growth step, leading to globular aggregates.
2. Disperse the concentrated AuNP@PSPAA (combine all the tubes) in 1 ml of DMF/H 2 O (V DMF /V H2O = 6:1) in a glass vial, and add 5 µl of 1 M HCl. Note: It is important to control the residue NaOH and loss of the AuNP@PSPAA in the previous steps, so that the HCl amount required in the assembly process is consistent among the different batches. Vortex the reaction mixture before incubation to ensure complete mixing of the components. 3. Incubate the mixture at 60 °C for 2 hr to allow the aggregation, coalescence, and morphological transformation of the core-shell nanoparticles. Note: In the experiments, plastic microcentrifuge tubes are typically used for purification and centrifugation, and glass vials are used for the reactions at elevated temperature. The PSPAA-coated nanoparticles are usually stable in solutions, except that when dispersed in high-DMF content solution in microcentrifuge tubes, they will stick to the plastic surface. To avoid this situation, high-DMF content solutions of the nanoparticles are only prepared in glass vials.
excess polymer remains as empty PSPAA micelles (without nanoparticles) after the encapsulation and can be easily separated by centrifugation. The -SH ended hydrophobic ligands (P-SH and Np-SH) are used to render the surface of AuNPs and AuNRs hydrophobic. We add the ligands after PSPAA to minimize the aggregation among the hydrophobic nanoparticles. For TeNWs, no surface ligand is necessary as their surface is intrinsically hydrophobic. The solvent ratio (V DMF V H2O ) is of importance, in terms of improving the mobility of PS domains by swelling 32 and controlling the morphology of PSPAA micelles. 33, 34 Elevated temperature (60-110 °C) is used to promote the association/dissociation dynamics of the polymer micelles so that near equilibrium conditions can be attained.
The polymerization of nanoparticle chains is driven by the tendency of the PSPAA micelles to transform from spheres to cylinders. As acid is added to protonate the surface PAA blocks and reduce their mutual repulsion, the transformation towards cylindrical micelles is thermodynamically favorable in terms of reducing the surface-to-volume ratio (S/V) of the micelles. The V DMF V H2O solvent ratio affects the polymer-solvent interfacial energy. The PS domain with a lower degree of swelling is more dissimilar to the solvent and thus the polymer-solvent interfacial energy is higher. In the synthesis, elevated temperature (60 °C) is used to promote the coalescence of PSPAA domains after the nanoparticles aggregate. High DMF content solvent (V DMF : V H2O = 6:1) is used for synthesizing single-line nanoparticle chains (Figure 2A, 2B,  2D ), whereas solvent with higher water content (V DMF : V H2O = 7:3) is used for synthesizing double-line chains ( Figure 2C ).
The extent of monomer aggregation depends on their mutual charge repulsion and reaction time. For 32 nm AuNPs, their large size leads to stronger charge repulsion (assuming a same surface charge density). Addition of more acid can lead to more extensive aggregation but it compromises the selectivity of chain formation. 20 Thus, polymers with shorter PAA blocks (PS 144 -b-PAA 22 ) are employed to reduce the charge repulsion without compromising the selectivity ( Figure 2B ).
To achieve "co-polymerization" of nanoparticles, two types of PSPAA-coated monomers are used in the self-assembly. When they are mixed before the addition of acid, random "copolymer" chains would be obtained (Figure 3A-B) . The ratio of two types of nanoparticles in the resulting chains depends on, but is not directly proportional to, the initial concentration ratio of the monomers. Empty PSPAA micelles can also be used as monomers, giving cylindrical polymer segments within the nanoparticle chains ( Figure 3C ). Such segments can be transformed to vesicles upon prolonged heating (6 hr) at 60 °C ( Figure 3D ). Block-chains of nanoparticles are more difficult to prepare, as the chains after synthesis and purification cannot be readily re-activated for the addition of 2 nd type of monomers. Without purification, monomers remained in the sample after forming the 1 st block would interfere with the growth of the 2 nd block. We use CNTs and TeNWs with a high aspect ratio to construct the 1 st block, so that nanoparticles can "polymerize" within the same reaction mixture for the growth of the 2 nd block (Figure 3E-F) .
In conclusion, we demonstrate a general method to prepare the PSPAA encapsulated nanoparticles chains. Metal nanoparticles with different size and aspect ratios are shown to aggregate into "homo-polymers", which can be controlled from single-line to triple-line chains. Random or block "copolymers" of nanoparticles are also prepared by combining two types of the PSPAA encapsulated nanoparticles. Developing these new reaction pathways and exploring the underlying mechanisms are the stepping stones towards the rational synthesis of complex nanodevices.
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